
German World War Foreign Strategy: Insights
from Around the Globe

World War II remains a pivotal point in human history, and the German strategy
during this global conflict continues to captivate scholars and historians across
the world. In this article, we dive into the international perspectives on the
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German strategy for World War Foreign, shedding light on various insights and
analyzing its impact on the course of the war.

1. The United States: Assessing the Competitiveness

The United States, emerging as a key player in World War II, viewed the German
strategy as a formidable challenge to its own goals of global dominance.
American military strategists recognized the effectiveness of the German
Blitzkrieg tactics, emphasizing swift and overpowering attacks combining ground
forces, artillery, and air power. This prompted the U.S. to intensify its efforts to
develop and refine its own military strategies, eventually leading to
countermeasures such as the deployment of tanks, artillery, and the formation of
specialized airborne divisions.
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2. United Kingdom: Defending Against the Blitz

The United Kingdom experienced the German Blitz firsthand, leading to a unique
perspective on the German strategy. The relentless bombings on British cities,
specifically London during the Battle of Britain, showcased the German
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determination to demoralize the British population and force their surrender.
However, the resilience of the British people in the face of adversity and the
success of the Royal Air Force (RAF) in repelling German air attacks
demonstrated the importance of air superiority and effective defense systems.

3. Soviet Union: Biting the Brunt

The Soviet Union bore the brunt of the German invasion during World War II, with
the German strategy focused on swift territorial gains and eventually capturing
Moscow. The Soviet perspective on the German strategy highlights the immense
sacrifices made by Soviet soldiers and civilians alike in defending their homeland.
The brutal nature of the Eastern Front, coupled with the Soviet Union's ability to
rebuild and resupply its forces, ultimately contributed to the German failure in
achieving their goals. The Soviet Union's strategy of employing large-scale
offensives and emphasizing mass mobilization played a crucial role in their
ultimate victory.

4. France: Lessons from Defeat

France, having suffered a devastating defeat at the hands of the German forces
during the early stages of the war, offers valuable insights into the German
strategy. The swift German invasion through the Ardennes region demonstrated
the importance of mobile armored units and the integration of air power. France,
having relied heavily on static defenses, was ill-prepared to counter the German
Blitzkrieg. This experience led to a shift in French military doctrine towards
prioritizing mobility, mechanization, and the creation of armored divisions.

5. Japan: Admiration and Collaboration

Japan, as an ally of Germany during World War II, admired the German military
strategy and sought to collaborate on various aspects. The Japanese Army
studied German tactics, particularly in the areas of armored warfare and



coordination between ground and air forces. The German strategy served as an
inspiration for Japan's own militaristic ambitions, especially in the context of the
Pacific theater.

The German strategy for World War Foreign, encompassing the Blitzkrieg tactics
and the utilization of combined arms, left a profound impact on the global conflict.
By examining international perspectives, we gain a comprehensive understanding
of the strengths and weaknesses of the German strategy. The insights gained
from different countries' experiences inform our understanding of military history
and shed light on the lessons learned from World War II.
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With the creation of the Franco-Russian Alliance and the failure of the
Reinsurance Treaty in the late nineteenth century, Germany needed a strategy for
fighting a two-front war. In response, Field Marshal Count Alfred von Schlieffen
produced a study that represented the apex of modern military planning. His
Memorandum for a War against France, which incorporated a mechanized
cavalry as well as new technologies in weaponry, advocated that Germany
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concentrate its field army to the west and annihilate the French army within a few
weeks. For generations, historians have considered Schlieffen's writings to be the
foundation of Germany's military strategy in World War I and have hotly debated
the reasons why the plan, as executed, failed.

In this important volume, international scholars reassess Schlieffen's work for the
first time in decades, offering new insights into the renowned general's impact not
only on World War I but also on nearly a century of military historiography. The
contributors draw on newly available source materials from European and
Russian archives to demonstrate both the significance of the Schlieffen Plan and
its deficiencies. They examine the operational planning of relevant European
states and provide a broad, comparative historical context that other studies lack.
Featuring fold-out maps and abstracts of the original German deployment plans
as they evolved from 1893 to 1914, this rigorous reassessment vividly illustrates
how failures in statecraft as well as military planning led to the tragedy of the First
World War.
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